Loading Ramp
Setup & Removal Instructions

Note:
These instructions have been optimized for digital devices. Please consider the environment before printing.
Loading Ramp Setup Instructions

Step 1
Slide ramp towards you until leg assembly is clear of the trailer

Step 2
Unfold leg assembly until legs rest against stop blocks and lock into leg assembly
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Step 3
Slide ramp toward you until apron rests flat on trailer floor

Step 4
Ensure rail ends are touching end of trailer and entire apron is inside trailer
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Step 5
Place legs on firmly on ground

Step 6
Unfold ramp, resting it on ground
Loading Ramp Removal Instructions

Step 1
Fold the bottom portion of the ramp until it rests on the top half of the ramp.

Step 2
Lift the ramp off of the ground
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Step 3
Slide ramp into trailer until apron rests flat on trailer floor

Step 4
Raise yellow bar to unlock leg assembly. Fold leg assembly. Slide rest of ramp into trailer.
Incorrect Usage:
Downhill from hand-truck

Correct Usage:
Uphill from hand-truck

Ramp Placement Reminder:
The ramp must NEVER be packed behind the bulkhead with your personal belongings and should be the last item loaded on the trailer.